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Introduction

In [7], O. Loos has given, in the framework of 1ST (the Nelson's version of non

standard analysis) a definition of the Lebesgue integral of a standard function / de-

fined on a standard compact interval of E using a sort of approximation of / by steps

functions. The advantage of this approach is that it reduces the Lebesgue integral to

the level of difficulty of the ordinary Riemann integral. Other nonstandard theories on

integration exist.

The best known and universally used nonstandard formulation has been given, in

the Robinson approach of nonstandard analysis, by P. Loeb in the book of Hurd and

Loeb ([4]).

The theory of Pierre Carrier and Yvette Perrin [2], is in the spirit of the phe-

nomenological approach of mathematics of Vopenka ([18]); it is very clear and use

only calculus of hyper-finite sums (finite but nonstandard). We can also say that

the thought process of Loos is not so far from the classical approach of Kurzweil-

Henstock in [3], with gauge functions and its nonstandard improvement by J. Ma whin

([10]).

Our aim is to generalize the Loos's ideas to non standard functions defined on any

intervals of RN (N possibly infinitely large). The framework of this paper is Relative

Set Theory (see [13],.. .,[17]); we describe this theory and some results in the annex

at the end of the article.

Let us first give some notations and definitions.

Let N be a natural number (possibly infinitely large), we call interval of RN a

cartesian product of N intervals of E. Let a — (αi,...,αjv) and b — (δi,...,6τv)

two points of RN, we denote respectively by [α, 6], [α, b[, ]α, 6] and ]α, b[ the intervals

interval of RN with h = [«&,&&] and let for all fc, {x*,... ,α;Jfc} be a subdivision

of Ik with ak = x\ < . . . < Xnk — b. We define a step function on P as a function

which is constant on each open interval of ΠfcLi]χifc>
xifc+i[» h £ {1,. . . , n&} and we

denote by S{P) the set of all step functions on P.

Topology on the sets of intervals: The reader is refered to [16] for more details about


